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It is now well established that environmental samples contain
a significantly more diverse collection of bacteria than that
which is readily grown in the laboratory.[1–4] Large insert clone
libraries of DNA extracted directly from environmental
samples (environmental DNA, eDNA) provide a means to
retrieve the natural product biosynthetic gene clusters found
in the genomes of these previously inaccessible bacteria. One
of the challenges associated with the discovery of new
molecules from large eDNA libraries has been the identifi-
cation of clones containing intact gene clusters that can be
used to produce small molecules in heterologous hosts.[5–10]

Here we report the recovery of a collection of type II
(iterative, aromatic) polyketide synthase (PKS) containing
clones from an eDNA cosmid library and the characterization
of erdacin, a novel pentacyclic polyketide produced by
Streptomyces albus transformed with one of these clones.
This study provides one of the clearest indications yet that
DNA derived from the large unstudied collection of bacteria
present in most environmental samples has the potential to
encode the biosynthesis of molecules that are substantively
different from known metabolites and not simply derivatives
of molecules previously identified in culture-based studies.

Type II PKS gene clusters contain a conserved minimal
PKS that is composed of two ketosynthase genes (KSa and
KSb) and an acyl carrier protein (ACP). The minimal PKS is
responsible for the iterative condensation of malonyl-CoA
into a nascent polyketide chain that can be cyclized,
aromatized, reduced, rearranged, and functionalized into a
vast assortment of structurally unique metabolites.[11–15] As
the minimal PKS is used iteratively, type II PKS gene clusters
are smaller than most natural product gene clusters that
encode the biosynthesis of comparably complex metabolites.
As a result, it is possible to capture functionally complete
type II PKS pathways on individual cosmid clones. We
hypothesized that eDNA cosmid clones containing type II
PKS biosynthetic machinery would be a productive starting

point for the discovery of novel secondary metabolites from
eDNA cosmid libraries. While both PCR-based studies and
high-throughput sequencing efforts indicate that eDNA
samples contain a plethora of novel type II PKS genes, none
of these previous studies have focused on the recovery of
functionally intact type II PKS gene clusters, and, as a result,
no new metabolites have been produced from eDNA-derived
type II PKS gene clusters.[9, 16–18]

Degenerate primers based on conserved regions of
minimal PKS KSa and ACP genes were used to amplify full-
length KSb sequences captured in an eDNA library con-
structed from desert soil collected in Utah (Figure 1).[9,19, 20] Of
the 21 unique KSb sequences amplified from this eDNA
library, only one showed greater than 80 % identity to a
previously reported KSb gene. The low identity these sequen-
ces exhibit to known KSb sequences suggested they are
associated with gene clusters that are functionally distinct
from any previously sequenced gene clusters and might,
therefore, encode the biosynthesis of novel secondary metab-

Figure 1. General scheme used for the recovery of type II PKS eDNA
clones and the heterologous expression of erdacin (1) from clone
V167. S. albus transformed with a vector control and eDNA-derived
clones containing type II PKS biosynthetic genes are shown. The
colored phenotype exhibited by some clones is indicative of the
production of clone-specific small molecules.
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olites. To explore this possibility, eDNA-derived KSb sequen-
ces were used as probes to identify and recover ten cosmid
clones containing type II PKS biosynthetic genes from the soil
eDNA library. The recovered clones were retrofitted with the
genetic elements necessary for conjugation and integration
into Streptomyces ; eight of the retrofitted clones were
successfully integrated into both S. lividans and S. albus.
Based on antibacterial assays, HPLC analysis, and color
production (Figure 1), five of the eight clones appear to
produce clone-specific metabolites in at least one host. V167,
which produces large quantities (15–20 mgL�1) of one major
clone-specific metabolite in S. albus, was selected for further
analysis.

The major clone-specific metabolite found in ethyl acetate
extracts of V167 cultures grown in modified Streptomyces-
supplemented minimal media was purified by reversed-phase
HPLC, and given the trivial name erdacin (1).[21] Extensive
1D and 2D NMR analysis of erdacin, obtained from both
13C-labeled and naturally abundant 12C cultures, allowed us to
unambiguously assign all but five carbon atoms (C-2, C-3,
C-4, C-22, and C-23) in the final structure (Figure 2).[22] The
position of the final five carbon atoms could not be assigned

with certainty because many of the NMR signals from this
region of the structure were either weak or absent.

To complete the structural characterization of erdacin,
crystals were obtained by slow evaporation from acetonitrile
and water and then analyzed by single-crystal X-ray diffrac-
tion. The X-ray structure confirmed that erdacin is based on a
novel pentacyclic (6-6-5-6-6) ring system. As drawn in
Figure 2, the upper edge of the central five-membered ring
is functionalized with an acetyl group, while the bottom edge
of the third six-membered ring is functionalized with both an
acetyl group and a carboxylate. To the best of our knowledge,
erdacin is a novel natural product. We did not find the erdacin

carbon skeleton nor its pentacyclic ring system to be a
substructure of any known secondary metabolites character-
ized from culture-dependent studies. Pentacylic structures
with the same number of five- and six-membered rings have
been reported as natural products; however, the organization
of the rings in known structures does not match that seen in
erdacin.[23]

The weak NMR signals that prevented the unambiguous
assignment of the complete erdacin structure by NMR
spectroscopy alone likely result from an interaction between
the C-2 hydroxy group and the C-22 carbonyl oxygen atom.
Based on the final erdacin structure, a C-2 hydroxy-assisted
tautomerization of the C-22 carbonyl group could explain
both the broad NMR signals for this region of the structure
and the rapid disappearance of the signals corresponding to
the C-23 methyl protons that occurs in protic NMR solvents.

A hint as to the biosynthetic origin of this new structure
comes from the characterization of juglomycin F (4),[24] a
second less-abundant clone-specific metabolite found in
extracts of V167 culture broth. The carbon skeleton of this
known 13-carbon metabolite maps onto one half of the
erdacin structure, thus suggesting that erdacin might arise
from the heterodimerization of 4 (or a close relative of 4) with
a second 13-carbon subunit (Figure 3 b). In an attempt to
better understand the origin of 1, the V167 insert was
sequenced and transposon mutagenized. Figure 3a shows
the position of key transposon insertions that result in easily
discernable changes in the V167 colony phenotype. All of
these transposons are found in a 20 kb region with 22
predicted open-reading frames that we have called the Erd
gene cluster. The very high GC content (> 90 %) of some
regions of the Erd gene cluster may explain our inability to
obtain transposon insertions in every predicted Erd open-
reading frame. The Erd gene cluster contains a minimal PKS,
a collection of post PKS enzymes, regulatory proteins, a
transporter, and a number of hypothetical proteins.

Transposon insertions in early post-minimal PKS biosyn-
thetic genes (Erd4, -5, and -22) knockout the production of
erdacin and unexpectedly lead to the accumulation of known
octaketide shunt products instead of the 13-carbon (or 14-
carbon) intermediates that are suggested by the structure of
erdacin. The known early octaketide shunt products SEK4b,
mutactin, and SEK34b (2) were found in extracts from Erd5,
-4, and -22 mutants, respectively (see Figure 1 in the
Supporting Information).[14] Transposon insertions in Erd20,
a predicted monooxygenase, lead to the production of
apparently reactive intermediates that generate a number of
compounds with a range of molecular weights (m/z 240–315).
One of the stable components of this mixture was fully
characterized and found to be the decarboxylated octaketide
prechrysophanol (3).[25] Based on the metabolites identified in
extracts from both wild-type and mutant V167 cultures, it
appears likely that the Erd gene cluster converts an octake-
tide produced by the minimal PKS into two distinct inter-
mediates, which give rise to erdacin (Figure 3).

The formation of a juglomycin-like structure from an
octaketide precursor has been reported previously.[26] While
the isolation of juglomycin F (4) supports the existence of one
13-carbon precursor, the origin of the second 13-carbon

Figure 2. Chemical and computer-generated perspective diagrams of
erdacin (1). Hydrogen atoms are not included in the computer-
generated perspective drawing. The pentacyclic ring system found in 1
has not been previously reported from culture-dependent natural
product studies.
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subunit is not immediately apparent. Two possible routes for
the formation of the second 13-carbon monomer with the
necessary carbon skeleton are shown in Figure 3b (path i
rearrangement, or path ii alternative cyclization). To distin-
guish between these two potential routes a [1,2-13C]acetate
stable isotope feeding experiment was carried out on cultures
of V167. The appearance of the C-24 carboxylate as a doublet
in the 13C NMR spectra of erdacin derived from this feeding
study indicates that C-24 and C-12 are incorporated as an
intact acetate unit and therefore supports path ii as the likely
route for the formation of the lower half of erdacin (Figure 4).

In the biosynthetic scheme shown in Figure 3b, both
methyl ketones are predicted to arise from the decarboxyla-
tion of terminal acetates, instead of intact acetates as might be
predicted from glancing at the structure of erdacin. In the
13C NMR spectra of [1,2-13C]acetate-labeled erdacin, the
methyl carbon atoms are not coupled to the adjacent carbonyl
groups, thus confirming that, as predicted, neither methyl
ketone arises from the intact incorporation of acetate.
Additional 13C-13C couplings observed in 2D INADEQUATE
experiments (Figure 4b) performed on [1,2-13C]acetate-
labeled erdacin support the cyclization patterns suggested
by both the transposon mutagenesis studies and the couplings
observed in the 13C NMR spectra of [1,2-13C]acetate-labeled
erdacin (Figure 4 a).

While the exact nature of the late-stage polyketide
intermediates used in the biosynthesis of erdacin is not
known, it appears that erdacin arises from two distinct 13-

carbon substructures that are derived from a common
octaketide intermediate. In the proposed biosynthetic
scheme, a common octaketide precursor would undergo two
distinct cyclizations. At some point in the biosynthetic
process, these octaketide intermediates would lose the same
three carbon atoms (terminal carboxylate and terminal
methyl ketone) to yield a pair of
13-carbon intermediates that make up the two halves of
erdacin (Figure 4).

The Erd minimal PKS enzymes are most closely related to
ACP, KSa, and KSb sequences from gene clusters that encode
the biosynthesis of naphthocyclinon, actinorhodin, granaticin,
and medermycin.[14, 27–29] While granaticin and medermycin
are simple octaketide structures, naphthocyclinone (5) and
actinorhodin (6) are octaketide dimers that arise from two
distinct dimerization strategies (Figure 3c).[14, 27–29] Erdacin
appears to result from a third previously unseen octaketide
dimerizatoin strategy. By leveraging biosynthetic information
from sequenced gene clusters we have been able to isolate an
eDNA-derived gene cluster that is sufficiently different from
known clusters and encodes the biosynthesis of a structurally
unprecedented secondary metabolite.

Transposon insertions in either the hypothetical protein
Erd17 or the MarR-like transcription factor Erd18 lead to
mutants that no longer sporulate, which indicates that the Erd
gene cluster may interfere with sporulation.[30] During our
exploration of the potential bioactivities of erdacin, we found
that it exhibits significant antioxidant activity. In a standard

Figure 3. a) The Erd gene cluster (GenBank accession number FJ719113) and the location of key transposon insertions discussed in the text. b) A
retrobiosynthetic analysis of erdacin suggests that it might arise from two 13-carbon monomers, however, only 16-carbon compounds accumulate in
transposon knockouts of early post-miminal PKS genes. A proposed biosynthetic scheme for the formation of erdacin from an octaketide precursor is
shown. Compounds 1–4 were isolated from wild-type and mutant V167 cultures. Shown in brackets are juglomycin F (4) and a hypothetical 13-carbon
polyketide which together have carbon skeletons that accout for the upper and lower halves of erdacin (1), respectively. c) The Erd minimal PKS genes are
related to minimal PKS genes involved in the biosynthesis of the two structurally distinct octaketide dimers naphthocyclinone (5) and actinorhodin (6).
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copper reduction assay, erdacin exhibits antioxidant activity
that is twice that reported for many well-known antioxidants,
including ascorbic acid (vitamin C).[31] Studies are currently
underway to further explore the bioactivity of erdacin.

The systematic recovery and large-scale investigation of
eDNA clones containing minimal PKS gene clusters is likely
to be a productive avenue for the culture-independent
discovery of structurally unique secondary metabolites.
More generally, this study suggests that “compact” natural
product biosynthetic pathways that can be captured on
individual cosmid sized clones (namely, type II PKS, type III
PKS, aminoglycosides) are likely to be rewarding systems to
examine in the search for novel metabolites from eDNA
libraries. The discovery of erdacin, from the small sample of
eDNA-derived clones investigated in this study, provides
tangible evidence that the diverse collection of gene clusters
predicted to be present in environmental bacteria likely
encodes the biosynthesis of metabolites that are, in many
cases, distinct from those that have been characterized by
using traditional cultured-based discovery strategies.
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